User Experience: EZGram Before & After
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User Experience: Building Green Survey Tool Before & After
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User Experience: Matheson Before & After
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User Experience: City of Keene Before & After
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Audience Analysis
Primary Audience and their Questions
Describe your visitors:
What kind of questions do they bring to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do I start a business? How do I protect myself as a business in FL?
I am facing foreclosure and think bankruptcy may be my best option. What is my first step?
I’ve just been in a bad accident on the job and my employer does not want to pay any worker’s compensation. What are my
rights?
I am dissatisfied with my current lawyer and am in a desperate fighting for custody? How can you help me?
My parents are aging and no longer capable of handling their finances. How can they transfer control to me, and do it right?
I no longer wish to be in partnership with my business partner. Can you help me to break our partnership?
Other questions? … Ensure the new website answers or begins to answer these questions, in simple language.
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Competitive Analysis: forthepeople.com - Morgan & Morgan
Navigation & Organization
A cluttered home page, but there appears to be a quantity of helpful
content. Paths to information are sensible with logical ways to continue
browsing, and more content available at each click. Side menu on
interior pages is an excellent idea when the content has many
categories and the website will have visitors with a variety of goals.
Usability of navigation decreases in areas without a side menu.
Search & Readability, Links and Labels
Good, but there is no site search feature. Colors, contrast, and spacing
are neat and clean, although it gets busy in places. Links and labels
seem effective and are in plain English.
Performance & Capabilities
The site is well maintained. Site features include: a video section, links
to Googlemap directions, forms to contact the lawyers individually,
small quick forms to get a free case evaluation, RSS feeds of legal
news, live chat is available for visitors.
Goals, strategies
Provide information to people about their cases and the law to show
visitors that they are expert lawyers who care about the people, and
thereby win the business of new clients.
Communication of Value Proposition
The site does a great job providing information for the people, and makes it appear that this is its #1 objective. This supports a service-oriented
value proposition. The site also has gimmicky tactics like loud call-to-action ads and scrollers that remind me of their infomercials and weaken
the first impression substantially. Those seem less professional, more cheesy, but also aggressive.
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Competitive Analysis: henlaw.com - Henderson Franklin
Navigation & Organization
Hope page news makes for too long a page, should have a few
short teasers only (or a rotation). Home page text is not very helpful
or informative. Directions information doesn’t need to be on the
home page, unless it is new or as a service.
Search & Readability, Links and Labels
Search tool works fine, readability, links and labels are good and in
simple language. A combination between simple language and
legal terminology will balance things in a site with less content.
Performance & Capabilities
The site does not seem like it is maintained. Site features include:
Attorney Search by name, location and practice areas. Contact
form. There is nothing unique or innovative.
Goals, strategies
Provide information to people about practice areas, and the firm.
Communication of Value Proposition
Narrow site width and conservative, dated design communicate an
industrial, masculine feeling that invokes heritage, seriousness,
heaviness. It does not feel fresh. The pages do not feel interesting,
inviting, easy or welcoming to read. The layout and approach to
navigation are not creative or innovative. The site seems designed
to meet the needs of its owners more than its visitors.
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Competitive Analysis: jacksonlewis.com – Jackson Lewis
Navigation & Organization
Hope page news is too long a page, should have short teasers. Text is
helpful and informative. Search tool, quick links and Practice Areas on
home page right column are easy to understand and use. Site feels
user-friendly and highly organized.
Search & Readability, Links and Labels
Search tool works fine, readability, links and labels are good and in
simple language. A combination between simple language and legal
terminology will balance things in a site with less content.
Performance & Capabilities
The special site search isn’t working on home page. The Search does
work on other pages. Site features include: Client Login, Extranet,
Attorney Search by name, school, state/court admitted, language,
practice. “Email” and “Print this” functions. Events page with filters to
search or sort by events, date, location, office, webinars. In page
blocks have tools, contact information and downloads. Also Related
Links and Contact Lists of Attorneys are in pages where appropriate.
Goals, strategies
Provide information to people about the law, the firm, practice areas.
Communication of Value Proposition
Site is professional, clean, modern, organized and usable. The ease in
finding information gives the impression that the firm is easy to work
with. The visitor will think they know where to find things on this site.
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Competitive Analysis: paveselaw.com – Pavese Law Firm
Navigation & Organization
Home page is short, and the information is not as helpful to the
visitor in comparison to other sites. Home link in top right is hard
to find, it should always be linked in the logo or top left. Because it
is hard to find, it seems like there is no way to get back home
without using the “back” button. Navigation has no dropdown, so
many pages are 2 or 3 clicks away. Side column “menus” change
in content and style throughout the site, without consistent format.
The site would benefit from a consistent, categorized, serviceoriented format in a side navigation menu.
Search & Readability, Links and Labels
Fair to poor. There is no site search. Needs editing and
proofreading to remove or minimize use of legalese or pair it up
with simple language (English and Spanish). Text links are
graphics, and links should be created as text to improve SEO
because search engines do not see images. Some links change
from normal to italic, which is not recommended because that kind
of change makes it seem like something is wrong with it. On Lawyer’s Profile pages, links on the right are not styled, showing no difference
between regular and linked text. This is not good, because interested visitors should be invited to browse for more information about a lawyer
and their practice area and there is no way to know there are more pages to see.
Performance & Capabilities
The site is not well maintained. Seems to load slowly, at times. Is lacking in modern features. There is no contact form at all. The primary way to
contact is using email addresses, throughout the site. Email addresses on a site are usually harvested by spambots. Site features include: FAQ,
System Status, Weather. Flash image rotation on the home page is a good idea, but could be integrated into the page more as a design element.
User does not care what the System Status of your website is. They will know if it is off line and no page is needed to tell them that. A default
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message should go out if visitors try to access parts of website that are temporarily unavailable. Putting the weather info on any kind of website
was a fad, weather should be related to its content. Information or a guide of legal issues related to weather related catastrophes would be much
more helpful. Website needs breadcrumb navigation and a search form that permits searching by name, legal practice area and keyword.
Content
Each area of the Law practice areas should be formatted the same way. Images may be helpful to help visitors identify with the practice area.
How do people know what areas of the law they need? Are they ever misguided? How can we prevent that from happening? When they click on
a lawyer profile, do they have all the information they need, including the a form to contact the attorney and help set up an appointment?
Goals, strategies
Provide information to people about practice areas, and the firm.
Communication of Value Proposition
The conservative, dated design communicates that the firm is not contemporary, but it is conservative, serious, even uninspired. It does not feel
fresh. The pages do not feel interesting, inviting, easy or welcoming to read. The layout and approach to navigation are not creative or innovative.
The site seems directed at meeting the needs of its owners more than its visitors. Overall, the design needs a softer, friendlier look that would
appeal to all kinds of people. It should be professional yet more friendly, approachable, accessible.
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Upgrade Specs / Reasons to Upgrade
•

Move to wider design and push more content to the top of page.

•

Improve visual impact.

•

Make a friendlier, less "rigid" design. The #1 impact should be that Pavese Law has friendly, service-oriented, smart lawyers
and solution providers. This must be shown through images and text that is helpful right there, right now (without paying a
fee).

•

The site would benefit from a consistent, categorized, service-oriented side navigation menu in addition to a horizontal
menu. Perhaps the horizontal navigation should have a dropdown menu, also.

•

The menus should use text not graphics, so search engines can easily read the words and follow deeper into the site.

•

Show photos and videos, because people do business with people.

•

Build website WITH slideshow as part of the project not a fast follower. (currently non-existent)

•

Update the look and feel to be more modern.

•

The site must be made more usable and accessible.

•

Improve functionality with a site search, more advanced search capabilities, more categorized content, legal news, downloads, more ability to contact the attorneys using short contact forms.

•

Breadcrumb navigation would improve the visitor’s ability to navigate to different sections in the website.

•

FAQ or blog-like posts should be displayed as teasers on home page.

•

Related Links and Contact lists of attorneys in the practice areas should be made easy to find and use.

•

Taxonomy could be used to power identifying law practice areas to lawyer, articles, tips, etc.

•

Supply Googlemap links or embedded maps of the locations.

•

More philanthropic interests, contribution to society.
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Recommendations
Content:
Add content that has value and throw out content that doesn’t. Categorize the content
that remains. Create content that addresses the questions of your visitors and provides
helpful information from a service-oriented perspective.
Add new, frequently updated content to the home page. (such as news, articles and events)
would improve the home page a great deal. We’d advise using a list of short, easily scanned
teasers with links for reading more. An example from Morgan & Morgan follows at right and a
more visual example is below from SBA. This spotlight feature helps visitors learn quickly
about issues that are most important and timely. The thumbnail images and graphics are interesting and help to attract the visitor’s attention.
Create some content to be “permanent” and allocate other
areas for regularly changing content. Items spotlighted on the
home page, articles or a blog, news and any new features or tools
should be displayed on the home page in a simple, easy to use,
regularly updating manner. Visitors must find the user interface
easy to use, and be able to find the information they want easily.
Consistency throughout the site will improve the website’s
readability, design, navigation and branding while valuable content
will drive the appeal of the site and get you return visits and links.
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The FAQ puts helpful content in a location most visitors will never find, and out of context. This information should be shared throughout the site,
where it is relevant to the context of the page, to increase the interest and service-oriented impact of the site. A sidebar like at right uses thumbnail images and links to full pages and can be one way to show FAQ material. Another way is to create a “callout” within text, and style up the
helpful information differently than surrounding text.

Home Page Design and Goal Conversion
Create more balance in the home page content by introducing relevant
graphics and content. Ensure each section is brief, and that it has value.
Attract visitors to complete the goals you want them to reach by using
compelling imagery to increase the emotional engagement of the site.
Instead of a collage of images, use an image rotation to show a variety of
images, but pair each image with text if possible. This recommendation is not
just for e-business websites! It is for almost any website.

The example above right uses an image rotation on
its home page as a call to action. Each image links
to different, useful content that grabs your attention.
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Navigation
Reorganize the navigation so that it helps visitors quickly locate the
content that is the most important to them. The site would benefit from
a consistent, categorized, service-oriented format in a side navigation
menu. We would suggest restructuring the navigation using a side menu to
direct services at the target audiences visiting the site. Links on those pages
would be relevant to the page, and would help these visitors get information
on what concerns them most like shown here from
http://www.ci.keene.nh.us/government/city-clerk and on
http://jacksonlewis.com/pa/pa.cfm?paid=3
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Help visitors to know what to expect when they click a link:
Instead of making links, PDFs or other downloads look just like regular links or even regular text, convert most useful file downloads into pages
of the new website. Where downloaded documents are required, make these read-only PDF documents, labeled as such. Labeling downloads
with [PDF], listing them as files with their filenames, or showing an icon for the type of file they are improves usability. Without these measures,
visitors think a link will bring them to another page, not a file to download.

Visitors also would benefit from breadcrumb links at the top of the page, so they know what part of the site they are in and how they got there. It
helps visitors to learn how a site is organized. This is a modern convention for navigation, and one visitors do appreciate.
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Information Architecture
Reorganize the home page to add “white
space” and categories so visitors can more
quickly scan for the service or information
they need. Though it is very text based, this
page on the IRS site is a good example of how
“white space” can be used to guide the eye to
categories within the site. Your pages may be
complex, but ensure that no one area
dominates the page unless it has value above
and beyond any other on the page. The space
around content also will attract the focus of the
visitor.
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Value Proposition
Adopt a service approach in the website. On every page, help visitors find content from a service perspective and be consistent in the way
you approach this goal. Work up the sitemap and categorize the information so that each new or existing content item will have a "home," a
place in the website where it can be found. It should be fairly obvious where a visitor should go for what to find the information they need.
In the SCORE sidebar at right, there are categories, then descriptions, links and sub-links, and the relationship between the content in the list is clear. In essence, this is an index that quickly categorizes the content
and with well-written link text to help visitors know where to find just what they need.
An index, or an improved search like on the Jackson Lewis site, is an excellent enhancement to a law firm
site, because it facilitates finding an attorney for the practice area you need.

Permit content to be customized as much as possible to provide more answers and information to visitors, for their particular need. Larger
sites may use a login and registration for clients, with a profile page showing content that may be important to their case.
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Encourage your visitors to make contact, easily. Provide contact forms and rework the attorney
“resume” pages so they have all necessary information and encourage contact. Please see the Attorney
Search pages and attorney profile pages on JacksonLewis.com for an excellent format.
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